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Trap charge exchange waves in compensated germanium 
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We have observed experimentally, at 90 K, impedance oscillations due to excitation of trap charge 
exchange waves in n-Ge compensated with gold. It is shown that the o h e d  impedance hgukities 
(shift of the oscillations to lower frequencies with increasing dc voltage and with decreasing sample length, 
decrease of the oscillation period with decreasing frequency, change of frequency with changing 
conductivity) agree with the "inverse" dispersion law o-' = k v w ,  that is characteristic of these waves. 

PACS numbers: 71.70.Gm, 72.20.J~. 72.80.C~ 

1. It was shown earlierc1] that in a compensated 
monopolar semiconductor it i s  possible to excite 
weakly damped trap charge-exchange waves. The main 
feature of these waves is their "inverse" dispersion 
law. The frequency w and the wave vector k are connec- 
ted by the relationc'] 

where v = pE is the electron drift velocity, is their 
lifetime, T,, = </41T~, and u=  enp  is the conductivity. In 
this paper we present experimental proof of the exis- 
tence of these waves. 

The onset of charge-exchange waves should lead to 
singularities in the behavior of the impedance of a 
~ r y s t a l . [ ~ * ~ ]  If a traveling wave-charge wave is present 
in the sample, a phase shift appears between the cur- 
rent and the voltage, and the admittance has accordingly 
a reactive component. The phase shift due to the wave 
vanishes when the sample spans an integral number of 
waves. The sample impedance will therefore oscillate 
with changing frequency of the alternating field. This 
reasoning is apparently valid for  all waves propagating 
in a homogeneous medium. However, the impedance 
oscillations will have a different character as a function 
of the nature of the wave. For charge-exchange waves, 
the impedance singularities are dtte to the dispersion 
relation (1). It was shownc2] that the susceptance of the 
sample corresponds to a capacitance greatly exceeding 
the geometrical value. Under conditions when the con- 
ductivity is controlled by trapping on one compensated 

level of the impurity, the expression for  the low-fre- 
quency capacitance can be approximated by 

where C,= &/4rd is the geometric capacitance of the 
sample, S is the cross-section area, d is the sample 
length, and t is the permittivity. Expression (2) is 
valid for short  samples (d<< VT, v~,) and if diffusion is 
neglected. When d/wsvz, = 2 mn (m are natural num- 
bers) ,  i.e., precisely when the sample length is equal 
to an integer number of charge-exchange wavelengths, 
the capacitance of the sample is minimal. 

Some other singularities of the impedance are also 
obvious consequences of the dispersion law (1). The 
oscillations of the frequency dependence of the capaci- 
tance should shift towards lower frequencies with in- 
creasing constant field E or with decreasing density n 
of the f ree  electrons, while the maxima and the minima 
should come closer together with decreasing frequency. 
Since the charge-exchange wavelength depends on n and 
E, the capacitance of the sample should oscillate also 
if n and E vary and the frequency w is fixed. At low 
frequencies the conductivity also acquires an oscillating 
increment 

It is seen from (2) and (3) that the frequencies of the 
ReY oscillations should become higher than those of 
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ImY. 

2. We investigated expermentally the impedance of 
germanium samples with partially compensated gold 
level (Ec-0.2) eV. The measurements were made at a 
temperature 90 K, a t  which the equilibrium carrier den- 
sity is small. The illumination through an indium-ar- 
senide filter ensured n-type crystal conductivity con- 
trolled by the trapping on the (Ec-0.2) eV level only, 
since the influence of the upper level of gold (Ec-0.04) 
eV could be neglected because of the intense thermal 
generation. Non-rectifying contacts were made of an 
In+ 2% Sb alloy. 

A direct and small alternating voltage were applied to 
the sample. The real part ReY of the admittance and 
the equivalent capacitance of the sample C = 1 m ~ / w  were 
determined from the phase shift between the current and 
the voltage and from their amplitudes. 

Figure 1 shows the frequency dependences of the ac- 
tive and reactive parts of the admittance (curves 1 and 
2). Both admittance components oscillate with changing 
frequency f and, a s  follows from the theory, the rela- 
tive amplitudes of the ReY oscillations is much smaller. 
For the sake of clarity, the same figure shows the 

.oscillations of the difference Re(Y-  Yo), where Yo is 
the low-frequency admittance. The amplitude of the 
ImY and ReY oscillations decreases with decreasing 
frequency, and the minima of the Re YCf) plot a r e  
shifted towards higher frequencies in comparison with 
ImY( f) in accord with formulas (2) and (3). 

Figure 2 shows the frequency dependence of the 
capacitance C of the sample for different values of the 
dc voltage. At a sufficiently large bias, the character 
of the C( f )  dependence corresponds to expression (2). 
At low frequencies one can see the capacitance oscilla- 
tions; then the capacitance reaches a certain constant 
value, and finally, a t  high frequencies it decreases like 
l/f2. When the dc voltage is increased, the oscillations 
shift towards lower frequencies. 

Figure 3a shows the frequency dependence of the cap- 
acitance for one and the same sample a t  various illumi- 
nations. It is seen that when the admittance is tripled 
the oscillations shift proportionally towards higher fre- 
quencies. With decreasing sample length d, the cap- 
acitance oscillations shift to lower frequencies. It is 

* 10 100 f, Hz 

FIG. 1. Frequency dependences of Re Y, Im Y, and Re(Y - Yo) : 
1-Re Y, 2-Im Y, 3-Re(Y - Yo); Yo is  the low-frequency 
admittance. 

FIG. 2. Frequency dependence of capacitance for different val- 
ues of the applied voltage: 1-E = 800 ~ / c m ;  2-400 V/cm; 3- 
200 V/cm; 4--40 V/cm. The numbers on the curves corre- 
spond to the numbers of the scales. 

seen from the presented curves (Fig. 1-3) that the 
period of the oscillations decreases with decreasing fre- 
quency in accordance with the inverse dispersion law. 

The dependence of the capacitance on the bias voltage 
at  fixed frequencies is also oscillatory (Fig. 4, curves 
1 and 2). Curve 3 of Fig. 4 corresponds to a high fre- 
quency at which the oscillations .vanish. With increas- 
ing dc voltage the capacitance of the sample increases 
on the average. 

The appearance of oscillations in the frequency de- 
pendence of the impedance is itself an indication of 
space-charge wave excitation in the investigated 
samples. The singularities of the behavior of the 
impedance indicate that these waves satisfy the inverse 
dispersion law. The shift of the oscillations on the 
frequency scale with changing dc voltage, illumination 
intensity, o r  sample length confirms expressions (1) 
and (2). Thus, our data demonstrate that it i s  precisely 
trap space-charge waves which were excited in the com- 
pensated germanium. 

FIG. 3. Dependence of the capacitance on the frequency at dif- 
ferent values of the conductivity (Fig. a): 1-go= 1.2 x 1 0 - ~  
~ ' c m " ;  2-4 ~ 1 0 ~ ~  n'cm"; a. is  the conductivity in a weak con- 
stant field, E=400 V/cm; b-at different directions of the di- 
rect current; E =  400 V/cm. 
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FIG. 4. Capacitance vs. voltage at various frequencies: 1- 
f =80 Hz, 2-300 HZ, 3-3000 Hz. 

For a quantitative comparison of the experimental 
data with the theory it is  necessary to take into consid- 
eration the fact that the electron lifetimes r and mobil- 
ities y of the samples investigated by us depend on the 
electric field because of the sample heating. 

Figure 5 (curve 1) shows the current-voltage charac- 
teristic of the sample. It is  sublinear because of the 
increase of the cross section for electron trapping by 
the repelling gold ions in the electric fieldr4] and be- 
cause of the k ( E )  dependence. The electron lifetime T 

(curve 2) decreases with increasing field. The values of 
T were determined from the frequency dependence of 
the generation-recombination noise. Curve 3 shows the 
field dependence of the mobility. 

In the earlier calculation of the impedancer2] no 
account was taken of the field dependences of p and 7. 

We shall show below that these dependences do not in- 
fluence the main singularities of the impedance of a 
sample in which a trap space-charge wave is excited, 
but the frequencies of the extrema and the values of 
the capacitance are altered somewhat. 

3. The calculation procedure is  similar to that used 
inrz1. The initial equations are those of Poisson, of the 
conservation of the total current, and of the capture 
kinetics for a monopolar semiconductor. We linearize 
these equations, neglecting diffusion. In the case of 
compensated crystals this assumption corresponds to 
the conditionC2] D << vd and D << a2~r , /~ , ,  where D is the 
diffusion coefficient, 7, = ~Nv(1-  v)/n is  the character- 
istic time of the impurity charge exchange, N is the 
concentration and v is  the impurity filling factor. A s  a 
result we have1 ' 

FIG. 5. Current-voltage characteristic (curve 1) and depen- 
dence of the lifetime T (curve 2) and of the electron mobility p 
(curve 3; in units of cm2/v-sec) on the voltage for a Ge:Au 
sample. 

d l n v  8 6'bE 
6i=a-bE+ev8n d l n E  +--- 

4n at ' 

As shown inc2], when diffusion i s  neglected it suffices 
to use a s  the boundary condition the following conditions 
for the injecting contact: 

where El= k ~ / e l ,  is the characteristic contact field and 
1, i s  the length of the space-charge contact region. 
Solving the system (4) for 6j and bE and using the con- 
dition (5), we obtain an expression for the impedance: 

1 d  d l n v  d l n r  I  -I ~ = - J & E & -  -[-+--- 
s8i , Sa d  1r.E d l n E  l - i o r  

d l n v  E  
d In E i - i o r  

where 

i d lnv  d l r r  I  - +  
k - - ~ ( d l n E  d l r E I - f u r x  r I-,,, 

The real part of k coincides with the wave number of a 
trap charge-exchange wave of frequency w excited by 
the n'-n junction that injects the majority carriers into 
the semiconductor volume. 

Let us transform expression (6) to conform to our 
experiments. We use for this purpose the following 
conditions, which are always satisfied in the experi- 
ment: 

In addition, we must know the value of the junction field 
E,. An estimate similar to that used in c2] yields for El 
a value 100 v/cm. This field can also be determined 
in experiment by measuring the active conductivity at 
high frequencies (see The value of El turned out to 
be 60 * 10 v/cm and was practically independent of the 
voltage. Thus, it can be assumed in our case that 
E/E,>> 1. Calculating now from formula (6) the conduc- 
tivity at low frequencies (Rekd>> I), we get 

T d l n r  r v  
c--C. --- d 

{ T M  + [ l - q ( - ~ ) ~  (:=)I} 1 (8) 

where ud = udln(vr)/dln~ is  the static differential conduc- 
tivity of the sample, and 

In the expression for the capacitance there appear, 
first, the factor ud/a and second, an additional term 
(the first in the curly bracket of (8)) due to the field 
dependence of the lifetime T and determined by the 
delay in the establishment of the density of the hot elec- 
tron. The capacitance connected with the charge- 
exchange wave will exceed this "recombination" capaci- 
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tance if d<< vTy, i.e., when the flight time of the elec- 
trons through the sample is short compared with the 
Maxwellian relaxation time. The same condition en- 
sures smallness of the damping kid. 

4. It is seen from (8) that the minimal values of the 
capacitance should occur at  the frequencies 

j,-aad/mnev~, m=i, 2,. . . , (10) 

TABLE I. 

at which the sample spans an integral number of charge- 
exchange wavelengths. Owing to the inverse dispersion 
law (1), the position of the first  minimum (m = 1) cor- 
responds to the highest frequency f,. The table lists 
the experimental values of f, and the theoretical ones 
obtained by formula (lo), and are  all in good agreement. 
The table lists also the maximal values of the capaci- 
tance, corresponding to the high-frequency plateau 
(see Fig. 2). These values a r e  also in satisfactory 

.agreement. With increasing dc voltage, the capacitance 
increases approximately like TV (see also curve 3 of 
Fig. 4.) 

v.. v 1 I .  P 1 e x .  P 

I I 

For all  the experimental curves presented above, the 
sample capacitance amounts to dozens of picofarads and 
greatly exceeds the geometric capacitance. When the 
sample dimensions a re  changed, its capacitance (on 
the plateau) changes in accord with expression (8). 
Figure 6 shows the dependence of the capacitance on the 
ratio s/d2. It is seen that the capacitance increases in 
proportion to s/d2, as it should, and it can reach sev- 
eral  thousand picofarads. The geometrical capacitance, 
whose values a re  shown for comparison on the same 
figure, depends on the sample dimensions like the ratio 
S/d. Thus, the observed behavior of the capacitance of 
compensated germanium agrees with the theory not only 
qualitatively but also quantitatively. There are ,  how- 
ever, also some discrepancies. According to (10) the 
frequencies f, corresponding to neighboring capacitance 
minima should be related like successive integers. 
Experiment shows that for the first  two minima this 
holds true and f ,/f, = 2. But the higher-order minima 
shift towards the lower frequencies more strongly than 
called for by the calculation. Figure 3b show the fre- 
quency dependences of the capacitance at  various polar- 
ities of the bias applied to the sample. Both curves 
show oscillations whose first  minima have practically 
the same frequencies, but the frequencies of the higher- 
order minima differ significantly. 

f ~ l o a ~ .  HZ 1 h ex*. HZ 

I FIG. 6. Dependence of the 
capacitance of the sample 
(0) and of its geometric 
capacitance (e) on the sam- 
ple dimensions; E= 300 V/cm. 

Next, the swing of the observed capacitance oscilla- 
tions turns out to be much less than called for by the 
theory. In addition, when the frequency is lowered the 
capacitance increases approximately like f where a! 
ranges from 0.5 to 1 for different samples (curve 4 of 
Fig. 2). These discrepancies between the experimental 
data and theory can be due to inhomogeneity of the 
impurity distribution over the sample, and also to the 
difference between the injection properties of various 
junctions, particularly to the possible injection of holes. 

The results show that to excite trap charge-exchange 
waves there a re  no special and difficult-to-satisfy 
conditions. It is in fact sufficient for the free-carrier 
density to be much lower than the densities of the im- 
purities that control their capture. In a compensated 
semiconductor, owing to the excitation of the charge- 
exchange waves even at relatively low frequencies (and 
at  distances on the order of the lengths of these waves 
at  large distances), the local neutrality inside the cry- 
stal  is violated. The absence of neutrality and the exci- 
tation of the charge-exchange waves should manifest 
themselves not only in the behavior of the impedance, 
but also in other nonstationary processes in compen- 
sated semiconductors. 

The authors thank S. G. Kalashnikov for a discussion 
of the results and for interest in the work, and V. A. 
Sablikov for a discussion. 

" ~ l l  the equations are written for a positive charge. For an 
n-type semiconductor it is necessary to reverse the signs of 
e and p. 
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